
Triumph Sheets

Family Fun Day! 
Thanks to the Retention Team for
our wonderful Sunday afternoon!
We had a great turnout. To the left
are the 1st place winners of the corn
hole contest(Coty & Brit)! Great
competition between the 18 teams
that competed. 

Looking forward to next year. Start
practicing for next year's contest.  

October Newsletter



Triumph Sheets 
HazRec Updates

Keeping powered industrial trucks and pedestrians separate is a challenge in
all industries. Most of the severe injuries come from powered industrial
trucks. We have since identified these areas and are working to quickly
improve.

One improvement made is a SafeT light added in the roll room that signals 
 when moving objects meet. Allowing for better visuals when approaching
blind spots. This is much more effective than the dome mirror approach.
Shout out to the maintenance team for getting this up so quickly!

Original Score

266

Current Score

215

Goal

196

Hope you are hungry! Once we hit our goal, all
shifts will be celebrating with a steak dinner. We

are excited to be so close.  



Trunk -or- Treat

We will be hosting our 3rd annual Trunk-or-Treat on Sunday,
October 30th, between 1 pm and 3 pm. We look forward to
seeing everyone's creative ideas! If you are stuck and need
ideas here are a few from last year that won the contest.  

1st place - $300 
2nd place - $200
3rd place - $100  

Moving forward we will keep all copies of the newsletter on our website. Scan the
QR code to take you there. Stay up to date and don't miss-out!

1st place 2021 Will Burrell 

UPCOMINGUPCOMINGUPCOMING

2nd Place 2021 Dustin Palmer

3rd Place Winner 2021 Dan Wheeler



MONTHLY
SAFETY TRAINNG

Our monthly safety training is focused on not taking
shortcuts. This video comes from a worldwide speaker. He
experienced an unfortunate event, due to taking a
shortcut, while he was covering a night shift position. A lot
of people run into wanting to do the "right thing", but tend
to put safety last. 

We have a motto here at Triumph Sheets and TVC. It is
“Safety, Quality, Speed,” in that order every time. This would
be a great video to share with the family.  

 

LEARN MORE
ABOUT CHARLIE
MORECRAFT BY
SCANNING THE

CODE. 

His primary messages are “Safety is about going
home at the end of the day, kissing your wife and
hugging your kids”, and “We are each responsible
for our own safety."


